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Abstract

We consider variants of Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) with the past
operators S and SI . We show that these operators can be “elimi-
nated” in the sense that for any formula in these logics containing the
S and SI modalities, we can give a formula over an extended set of
propositions which does not contain these past operators, and which
is equivalent to the original formula modulo a projection onto the
original set of propositions. These results have implications with re-
gard to decidability and closure under projection for some well-known
real-time logics in the literature.

1 Introduction

Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) introduced by Koymans [11] is a pop-
ular logic for specifying quantitative timing properties of real-time
systems. It is interpreted over timed behaviours and extends the
“until” modality U of LTL [13] with an interval index, allowing for-
mulas of the form ϕUIψ which say that ψ is satisfied in the future at
a time point whose distance lies in the interval I, and ϕ is held on
to at all time points in between. The modalities S and SI express
the symmetric properties in the past. What is considered a possi-
ble timepoint to assert a formula depends on whether one considers
the “pointwise” or “continuous” interpretation of the logic. In the
pointwise semantics we are allowed to make assertions only at time
points corresponding to event occurrences, while in the continuous
semantics we are allowed to make assertions at arbitrary timepoints.
In general, the continuous semantics is strictly more expressive than
the pointwise semantics [2, 14].

In this paper we show some results about the equivalence of
various fragments of MTL in terms of satisfiability-preserving trans-
lations. As a basic stepping stone we first show that the formulas
of MTL can be “flattened” in the sense that for any formula in
the logic (possibly with the past modality SI) we can construct a
satisfiability-equivalent formula which has no occurrences of nested
UI , SI , or even S formulas. In fact, the only subformulas involving
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the above modalities are of the form pUIq, pSIq, or pSq, where p
and q are propositions. We call this the “flat” or “non-recursive”
version of MTL. The idea we use is quite simple: to flatten UI for-
mulas for example, we introduce new propositions p0 and p1 for each
subformula of the form ϕUIψ, replace each occurrence of ϕUIψ by
p0UIp1, and add formulas which ensure that p0 and p1 correctly cap-
ture the truth of ϕ and ψ along the model. As a simple illustrative
example, the flattened form of the formula (pUq)S(0,1)(p ∧ (qUr)) is
(p0S(0,1)p1) ∧2(p0 ⇔ (pUq)) ∧2(p1 ⇔ (p ∧ (qUr))) (here 2ϕ stands
for “always ϕ” or ¬(⊤U¬ϕ)). This result is shown for both the
pointwise and continuous versions of the logic. To point out a sim-
ple consequence of this result, we recall that the pointwise version
of MTL over infinite models was shown to be undecidable [12] via a
reduction from channel systems to the general (recursive) version of
MTL. From our result above it now follows that the corresponding
non-recursive fragment of the logic is also undecidable.

Many real-time logics have classical temporal logic (in both the
pointwise and continuous semantics) as the base logic to which dis-
tance operators are added. We show that for any formula in this
base logic extended with the S modality, we can “eliminate” S sub-
formulas from this formula in the sense that we can transform it to a
formula over an extended set of propositions, which does not contain
any S subformulas, and is equivalent to the original formula modulo
a projection to the original set of propositions. This result holds for
both the pointwise and continuous semantics. The technique used is
to first flatten the S subformulas, then replace each pSq subformula
by a new proposition r, and finally add formulas which force r to
reflect correctly the truth of pSq along the model. For the pointwise
case this last part of the formula is easy to construct. The contin-
uous case is a little less obvious, and one has to consider points of
discontinuity for p and q in the model, and ensure that r is updated
correctly in the intervals between these points.

Among the implications of the above result is that adding the
past modality S to a decidable real-time temporal logic, cannot lead
to undecidability. Thus the logics MITLc (continuous MTL in which
only non-singular intervals are allowed) over both finite and infinite
words, and MTLpw (pointwise MTL) over finite words, which were
shown to be decidable in [1] and [12] respectively, remain decidable
even when we add the S modality.

Next, using similar techniques, we show that in continuous time
we can eliminate SI subformulas using U and the distance opera-
tor 3I (which is the same as ⊤UI−). This gives us the result that
adding the SI modality to a decidable variant of MTL in the con-
tinuous semantics, cannot lead to undecidability. A similar result
cannot be obtained for the pointwise semantics, since it is known
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that introducing SI in pointwise MTL over finite words makes the
logic undecidable [6].

Finally, one of our goals was to show that we can eliminate
SI subformulas from the logic MITLc

SI
in a similar manner. The

transformation for eliminating SI subformulas above does not work
here, since it may introduce singular intervals even when there were
none in the original formula to begin with. However we show that
it is still possible to give a satisfiability-preserving transformation
which eliminates SI subformulas when I is a non-singular interval,
without introducing any singular intervals. More precisely, we show
that for a given MITLc

SI
formula we can construct an MITLc formula

over an extended set of propositions, whose set of models is the same
as the set of models of the original formula, modulo a projection to
the original set of propositions followed by a truncation of a fixed
length prefix from the models. In particular the transformation is
satisfiability-preserving. As a result, we can conclude that the logic
MITLc

SI
remains decidable. This decidability result is not new as it

follows from the work of Henzinger et. al. in [8] where they show
that Recursive Event-clock logic is equal in expressiveness to MITLc

SI

in the continuous semantics. Nonetheless, our construction gives a
different and a more direct proof of this fact.

We should point out here that our translations only preserve the
equivalence of models up to projection onto the original set of propo-
sitions (and hence satisfiability), and not expressiveness in general.
In fact, each of the logics MTLpw , MTLc, and MITLc are known to be
be strictly less expressive than their counterparts with the S operator
[2, 14]. However, this fact together with our elimination results, tells
us something about the class of languages definable in these logics:
namely, that none of the logics MTLpw , MTLc, and MITLc are closed
under the operation of projection.

It also follows that the class of languages definable by MITLc

SI

are contained in the class of languages definable by (continuous time)
Alur-Dill timed automata. This follows since MITLc was shown to be
translatable to the class of continuous timed automata [1], which in
turn are closed under projection. In a similar way, it also follows that
MTLpw

S over finite words is contained the class of languages definable
by 1-clock alternating timed automata.

In related research, the well-known work of [7] shows how to elim-
inate S from pointwise classical LTL, without expanding the set of
propositions, thus preserving expressiveness in addition to satisfiabil-
ity. However to the best of our knowledge, no similar result is known
for continuous time. The elimination of S can also be seen to fol-
low from the connection between finite-state automata and monadic
second order (MSO) logics, in both pointwise and continuous time
([3, 4]). This is because one can go from LTL with S to MSO (in
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fact its first-order fragment), then to automata, and then back to an
existentially quantified LTL formula (without S).

In another related piece of work Hirshfeld and Rabinovich [9]
show how to eliminate the future distance operator 3I (with I non-
singular) using existentially quantified “timer” formulas which can
express the past distance operator 3- I .

In the rest of this paper we concentrate on the continuous se-
mantics. The pointwise case is similar and easier to handle. Further
details can be found in the technical report [5].

2 MTL in the continuous semantics

We denote the set of non-negative real numbers by R≥0. We use the
standard notation to represent intervals, which are convex subsets of
R≥0. For example [2,∞) denotes the set {t ∈ R≥0 | 2 ≤ t}. We use
IQ to denote the set of intervals whose bounds are either rational or
∞. For any interval I ∈ IQ, let l(I) be the left limit and r(I) be
the right limit of I respectively. Then we denote the length of I, i.e.
r(I) − l(I) by len(I). We also denote by t + I the interval I ′ such
that t′ ∈ I ′ iff t′ − t ∈ I.

In the continuous semantics MTL is typically interpreted over
“timed state sequences”. Before we define these, let us first introduce
the notion of a finitely varying function. Let B be a finite non-empty
set, and let f : R≥0 → B. Then t ∈ R≥0 is a point of left discontinuity

for f if there does not exist an ǫ > 0 such that f is constant in the
interval (t − ǫ, t]. Similarly, t ∈ R≥0 is a point of right discontinuity

for f if there does not exist an ǫ > 0 such that f is constant in the
interval [t, t+ ǫ). The point t is a point of discontinuity for f if it is
a point of left or right discontinuity. The function f is called finitely

varying if it has only a finite number of points of discontinuity in any
bounded interval in its domain.

Let P be a finite set of propositions. A timed state sequence

τ over P is a finitely varying map τ : R≥0 → 2P . An equivalent
definition (as given in [1]) is that there exists a sequence of subsets of
propositions s0, s1, . . . and a sequence of intervals I0, I1, . . . satisfying:

1. I0 is of the form [0, r〉 for some r ∈ R≥0 where we use ‘〉’ to
stand for the bracket ‘)’ or ‘]’.

2. Every pair of intervals Ij and Ij+1 are adjacent in the sense
that Ij and Ij+1 are disjoint, and Ij ∪ Ij+1 forms an interval.

3. The sequence of intervals is “progressive” in that for every t ∈
R≥0, there exists j ∈ N such that t ∈ Ij.

4. The function τ is constant and equal to sj in each Ij.

We call the sequence (s0, I0)(s1, I1) · · · above an interval representa-
tion of the function τ . It is easy to see that a timed state sequence τ
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has a “canonical” interval representation of the form (s0, I0)(s1, I1) · · ·
where the Ii’s are an alternating sequence of singular and open in-
tervals (i.e. for each i, I2i is of the form [l, l] and I2i+1 is of the form
(l, r)), where the singular intervals are precisely the points of discon-
tinuity of τ . We denote the set of timed state sequences over P by
TSS (P ).

The continuous version of MTL will be denoted by MTLc. The
syntax of MTLc formulas over a set of propositions P is given by:

ϕ ::= p | ϕUIϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ,

where p ∈ P and I is an interval in IQ.
The formulas of MTLc above are interpreted over timed state

sequences over P . Let τ be a timed state sequence over P , and let
t ∈ R≥0. Then the satisfaction relation τ, t |= ϕ is given by:

τ, t |= p iff p ∈ τ(t)
τ, t |= ψUIη iff ∃t′ ≥ t : τ, t′ |= η, t′ − t ∈ I, and

∀t′′ : t < t′′ < t′, τ, t′′ |= ψ
τ, t |= ¬ψ iff τ, t 6|= ψ
τ, t |= ψ ∨ η iff τ, t |= ψ or τ, t |= η.

We say that a timed word τ satisfies a MTLc formula ϕ, written
τ |= ϕ, if and only if τ, 0 |= ϕ, and set L(ϕ) = {τ ∈ TSS (P ) | τ |= ϕ}.

We can also consider a version of MTL with the past modality
SI whose semantics is given by:

τ, t |= ψSIη iff ∃t′ ≤ t : τ, t′ |= η, t− t′ ∈ I, and
∀t′′ : t′ < t′′ < t, τ, t′′ |= ψ.

We denote this logic by MTLc

SI
.

We define the standard temporal abbreviations as follows: ψUη ≡
ψU[0,∞)η, ψSη ≡ ψS[0,∞)η, 3ψ ≡ ⊤Uψ, 2ψ ≡ ¬3¬ψ, 3Iψ ≡ ⊤UIψ,
2Iψ ≡ ¬3I¬ψ.

It will be convenient to work with a slightly different presenta-
tion of MTL. Let us define a base logic which is similar to classical
continuous time LTL [10], and which we denote by LTLc. The syn-
tax of the logic (over the set of propositions P ) is given by ϕ ::=
p | ϕU sϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ, and is interpreted over timed words in the
same way as MTLc above, with the modality U s interpreted as U(0,∞).
Thus U s is a “strict” until modality, which is strict in both its argu-
ments. This is the natural choice for the until modality in continuous
time and in the absence of an interval constraint. We note that the
non-strict modality U is expressible using U s, as ψUη ≡ η ∨ (ψU sη),
but not vice-versa. We define the derived modalities 3

sψ and 2
sψ

to be: 3
sψ ≡ ⊤U sψ and 2

sψ ≡ ¬(3s¬ψ).
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To this base logic we can add the past-time modalities Ss (for
“strict since”) and the distance operators 3 and 3- to get the logic
LTLc(Ss,3,3- ), whose syntax is given by

ϕ ::= p | ϕU sϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕSsϕ | 3Iϕ | 3- Iϕ.

The modality Ss is interpreted as S(0,∞). We also denote the “non-
recursive” versions of these logics by nr -LTLc (with the appropriate
arguments), in which we restrict the use of the distance operators to
the propositions in P , i.e. we allow only distance subformulas of the
form 3Ip and 3- Ip, with p ∈ P .

The logic MTLc can be seen to be expressively equivalent to
the logic LTLc(3) as the UI modality of MTLc can be expressed in
terms of U s and 3. For example, if I = [l, l], then ψUIη = (2(0,l)ψ)∧
(3[l,l]η); and if I = (l, r) then ψUIη = (2(0,l]ψ) ∧ (3[l,l](ψUη)) ∧
(3(l,r)η). Similarly, the logic MTLc

SI
can be seen to be equivalent to

the logic LTLc(Ss,3,3- ).
Below we give some definitions which we will use in later sections.

For any formula ϕ in LTLc(Ss,3,3-) and a timed state sequence τ
we define the characteristic function for ϕ in τ , fϕ,τ : R≥0 → {⊤,⊥},
given by fϕ,τ(t) = ⊤ if τ, t |= ϕ and ⊥ otherwise. We note that
the function fϕ,τ is a finitely varying function. This follows from the
argument in [1] which says that for every timed state sequence τ and
every LTLc(3) formula ϕ, there is an equivalent interval representa-
tion of τ (i.e. denoting the same function as τ) which is “ϕ-fine” –
i.e. ϕ is constant throughout each interval in the interval sequence.
We say that a point t is a point of (right) discontinuity in τ w.r.t.
the formula ϕ, if it is a point of (right) discontinuity of the function
fϕ,τ .

As an example of what we can say in the base logic LTLc, we
define the “macro” formula rd(ϕ) that will be of use later in the
paper, which characterises points in a timed state sequence at which
ϕ is true and which are points of right discontinuities w.r.t. ϕ. We
define rd(ϕ) = ϕ ∧ ((¬ϕ)U s(¬ϕ)).

3 Flattening MTL
c

We now show that each of the sublogics of LTLc(Ss,3,3- ) can be
flattened to its non-recursive version. We show that every LTLc(3)
formula (equivalently an MTLc formula) over a set of propositions P ,
can be flattened to an nr -LTLc(3) formula over a set of propositions
P ′ which is an extension of P . We assume the standard notion of
subformulas: thus the subformulas of the formula ϕ = pU(3[1,2](q ∨
3(0,∞)r)) are ϕ, p, 3[1,2](q ∨ 3(0,∞)r), q ∨ 3(0,∞)r, q, 3(0,∞)r and r.
The distance subformulas of a formula are all its subformulas of the
form 3Iψ.
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We define the level of an LTLc(3) formula ϕ as a measure of
the nesting depth of distance subformulas in ϕ. Inductively, the level
of a formula without any distance subformulas is 0; the level of a
formula ϕ is i + 1 if it has a distance subformula of the form 3Iψ
with ψ a level i formula, and no distance subformula of the form 3Jη
with the level of η more than i. A top-level distance subformula of
ϕ is a distance subformula which has at least one occurrence outside
the scope of any other distance subformula. More formally, the set
of top-level distance subformulas of ϕ, denoted top-dsf (ϕ) is defined
inductively as:

top-dsf (p) = {}
top-dsf (ψU sη) = top-dsf (ψ) ∪ top-dsf (η)
top-dsf (ψ ∨ η) = top-dsf (ψ) ∪ top-dsf (η)
top-dsf (3Iψ) = {3Iψ}.

Let us call a set of formulas X closed if for every distance sub-
formula 3Iψ of a formula in X, the formula ψ also belongs to X.

We fix a set of propositions P for the rest of this section.
Let X = {ψ0, . . . , ψn} be a closed set of formulas, in increas-

ing order of level. Let τ = (s0, I0)(s1, I1) · · · be a timed state se-
quence over P . Let P ′ be the extended set of propositions P ∪
{p0, . . . , pn}, where each proposition pj is meant to capture the truth
of ψj. Then we define the canonical extension of τ w.r.t. X, denoted
by can-extX(τ), to be the timed state sequence over P ′, given by
can-extX(τ)(t) = τ(t) ∪ {pj | τ, t |= ψj}.

We need to argue that can-extX(τ) is indeed a timed state se-
quence, in that it is finitely varying. But this is true since as observed
earlier, the characteristic function fτ,ψ, for each ψ in τ is finitely vary-
ing.

For a timed state sequence τ ′ over P ′, let us denote the timed
state sequence over P obtained by projecting each τ ′(t) to P by τ ′↾P .
Thus (τ ′↾P )(t) = τ ′(t) ∩ P . We extend the notion of projection to a
set of timed state sequences over P ′ in the natural way.

As an example, consider the formula ϕ = 3(0,1)ψ2 where ψ2 =
3[0,1]ψ1 and ψ1 = p∧3[1,1]q. Let us take X to be the set {q, ψ1, ψ2}.
Then the canonical extension of the timed state sequence

τ = ({p}, [0, 1.5))({q}, [1.5, 2])({p, q}, (2,∞))

with respect to X is shown in Fig. 1.
Let us now define the “canonical translation” of a formula ϕ. Let

X be any closed finite set of formulas containing the set of formulas
ψ such that ϕ has a distance subformula of the form 3Iψ. Then the
canonical translation of ϕ w.r.t. X, denoted can-trX(ϕ), is obtained
from ϕ by replacing every top-level distance subformula of the form
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Figure 1: TSS τ and its canonical extension w.r.t. X.

3Iψk by 3Ipk. We note that for any ϕ, can-trX(ϕ) is always a
formula in nr -LTLc(3) over P ′.

Lemma 1. Let ϕ and X be as above, and let τ be a timed state

sequence over P . Then τ, t |= ϕ iff can-extX(τ), t |= can-trX(ϕ).

Proof. The proof follows easily by induction on the structure of
ϕ. For the base case, clearly τ, t |= p iff can-extX(τ), t |= p. For the
inductive step, the only interesting case is 3Iψj . But τ, t |= 3Iψj
iff can-extX(τ), t |= 3Ipj, since ψj is true in τ precisely when the

proposition pj is true in can-extX(τ).

We show that the property of an extended timed state sequence
being a canonical extension of a timed state sequence w.r.t. a closed
set of formulas X is definable in nr -LTLc(3). Let X = {ψ0, . . . , ψn}
be a closed set of formulas, with ψ0, . . . , ψn being in increasing order
of level. The formula νX

can
basically says that the value of each pi at

a point in the extended word is correct. We define

νX
can

= 2(

n∧

j=0

(pj ⇔ can-trX(ψj))).

Lemma 2. Let X be as above. Let P ′ = P ∪ {p0, . . . , pn} and let τ ′

be a timed state sequence over P ′. Then τ ′ is the canonical extension

of τ ′↾P w.r.t. X iff τ ′ |= νX
can

.

Proof. Let τ ′ be a canonical extension of τ ′ ↾P . Then we can
argue by induction on j going from 0 to n that τ ′ ↾P, t |= ψj iff
τ ′, t |= can-trX(ψj). This gives us that τ ′ |= νX

can
.

Conversely, suppose τ ′ |= νX
can

. Then once again we argue by
induction on j going from 0 to n that τ ′ ↾ P, t |= ψj iff τ ′, t |=
can-trX(ψj). From the definition of νX

can
we then have that τ ′, t |=

can-trX(ψj) iff τ ′, t |= pj. Hence τ ′ ↾P, t |= ψj iff τ ′, t |= pj, and

therefore τ ′ is a canonical extension w.r.t. X.
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We can now construct the required flattening of a formula ϕ in
LTLc(3). Let X be the set of all ψ such that there is a distance
subformula of ϕ of the form 3Iψ. Note that X is closed. We now
define ϕ′ to be can-trX(ϕ) ∧ νX

can
. By Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows

that L(ϕ) = L(ϕ′)↾P . To summarize:

Theorem 3. Let ϕ ∈ LTLc(3) over the set of propositions P . Then

we can construct a formula ϕ′ ∈ nr-LTLc(3) over an extended set

of propositions P ′, such that L(ϕ) = L(ϕ′)↾P . In particular ϕ is

satisfiable iff ϕ′ is.

We also observe that the flattening carried out here can be ex-
tended to the past operator 3- , as well as the S modality, meaning
that given a formula ϕ we give a projection equivalent formula ϕ′ over
P ′ in which only S formulas are of the form pSq, where p, q ∈ P ′.

4 Eliminating Ss in LTL
c

In this section we show how to go from a formula in LTLc(Ss) to a
satisfiability-equivalent formula in LTLc over an extended alphabet.

Let ϕ be an LTLc(Ss) formula over the set of propositions P .
Without loss of generality we assume that ϕ has been flattened, and
thus the only occurrences of Ss formulas are of the form pSsq with
p, q ∈ P . The aim is to eliminate the formula pSsq by introducing a
new proposition r and adding formulas which make sure that r holds
precisely at the points where pSsq holds. The idea is to consider
intervals in the model in which the truth of p and q is constant and
to ensure that r is updated correctly in these intervals based on the
values of p and q in the intervals.

Let τ ∈ TSS (P ) and let t be a point in τ . Let t′ > t be the next
point of discontinuity in τ w.r.t. p and q (i.e. a point of discontinuity
of either fp,τ or fq,τ), if such a point exists. Then Table 1 summarizes
the truth value of the formula pSsq in the interval (t, t′) and at t′,
depending on the values of pSsq, p and q at t, and the values of p
and q in the interval (t, t′). The table for the case when there does
not exist such a point t′ is similar.

No. t p, q in (t, t′) pSsq in (t, t′) pSsq at t′

1 δ p ∧ q true true
2 (((pSsq) ∧ p) ∨ q) p ∧ ¬q true true
3 ¬(((pSsq) ∧ p) ∨ q) p ∧ ¬q false false
4 δ ¬p ∧ ¬q false false
5 δ ¬p ∧ q false false

Table 1: The value of pSsq in (t, t′) and at t′.
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The entries in Table 1 can be explained as follows. The δ in the
table represents “don’t care”. If p∧ q is true throughout the interval
(t, t′) then clearly pSsq is true throughout the interval (t, t′) and also
at t′. If p ∧ ¬q is true throughout the interval (t, t′) then the truth
value of pSsq in the interval depends on the truth values of pSsq, p
and q at t. It is easy to see that if q is true at t then pSsq is true
everywhere in the interval (t, t′) and at t′. Similarly if (pSsq) ∧ p is
true at t then pSsq is true throughout the interval (t, t′) and at t′.
The remaining entries can be similarly explained.

Now let X = {p0S
sq0, . . . , pnS

sqn} be all the Ss subformulas in
ϕ. We introduce a proposition rj for each pjS

sqj which is meant to
capture the truth of pjS

sqj, and call this extended set of propositions
P ′. The canonical extension of τ in TSS (P ) is τ ′ in TSS (P ′), given
by τ ′(t) = τ(t) ∪ {rj | τ, t |= pjS

sqj}. The translation of ϕ obtained
by replacing every occurrence of pjS

sqj by rj, clearly preserves the
truth of ϕ in the canonical extension. It is now sufficient if we can
define a formula νcan in LTLc over P ′ which describes precisely the
timed state sequences over P ′ which are canonical extensions w.r.t.
X.

It will be convenient to use the macro α(ψ, µ) defined below,
which is true at a point t in a model τ iff either there is a subsequent
point of discontinuity t′ in τ w.r.t. ψ such that ψ is true throughout
the interval (t, t′), and µ is true throughout the interval (t, t′]; or ψ
is true throughout (t,∞) and so is µ. We define α(ψ, µ) to be:

((ψU s((¬ψ) ∨ rd(ψ))) ⇒
((ψ ∧ µ)U s(((¬ψ) ∨ rd(ψ)) ∧ µ))) ∧ ((2sψ) ⇒ (2sµ)).

We now define νcan as follows:

νcan =

n∧

j=0

((¬rj) ∧ 2(ϕj1 ∧ ϕj2 ∧ ϕj3 ∧ ϕj4 ∧ ϕj5))

where

1. ϕj1 : α(pj ∧ qj, rj)
2. ϕj2 : ((rj ∧ pj) ∨ qj) ⇒ α(pj ∧ ¬qj, rj)
3. ϕj3 : ¬((rj ∧ pj) ∨ qj) ⇒ α(pj ∧ ¬qj,¬rj)
4. ϕj4 : α(¬pj ∧ ¬qj,¬rj)
5. ϕj5 : α(¬pj ∧ qj,¬rj)

Lemma 4. Let τ ′ ∈ TSS(P ′). Then τ ′ |= νcan iff τ ′ is a canonical
extension w.r.t. X.

Proof. Let τ ′ be a canonical extension w.r.t. X. Then we argue
that τ ′ satisfies νcan. Consider any pjS

sqj in X. Since pjS
sqj is not
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satisfied at time 0 in τ ′, we have ¬rj true at time 0 in τ ′. To show
that the other conjuncts in νcan are satisfied, let t be a point in τ ′.
Now, there are two cases: either there is a next point of discontinuity
t′ of pj and qj in τ ′ after t, or there is none. Let us consider the first
case. Then exactly one of pj ∧ qj, pj ∧ ¬qj, ¬pj ∧ ¬qj, ¬pj ∧ qj is
true throughout the interval (t, t′). Say for example that pj ∧ qj was
true. Then, from the table 1, we must have α(pj ∧ qj, rj) true at t,
and hence ϕj1 is satisfied at time t in τ ′. The formulas ϕj2 to ϕj5 are
vacuously satisfied at t. Similarly, the other cases can be handled.
The second case when there is no point of discontinuity after t is also
handled similarly.

For the converse direction let τ ′ |= νcan. We argue that τ ′ is
a canonical extension w.r.t. X, i.e for every pjS

sqj ∈ X and for
every t ∈ R≥0, τ

′, t |= rj iff τ ′, t |= pjS
sqj. Let t0, t1, . . . be the (finite

or infinite) sequence of discontinuities in τ ′ w.r.t. pj and qj. Let
I0 = [t0, t0], I1 = (t0, t1], I2 = (t1, t2] and so on. We use induction on
i to prove that the value of rj is correctly updated in the interval Ii.

Base case: Since τ ′ |= νcan, at time 0 we have rj is not true.
Since pjS

srj is also not true at time 0, the value of rj is correctly
updated in I0.

Induction step: Let us assume that rj is correctly updated in all
the intervals up to Ii. We now argue that for all t ∈ Ii+1 we have
τ ′, t |= pjS

sqj iff τ ′, t |= rj. There are two cases: either there exists a
point of discontinuity ti+1, or Ii+1 = (ti,∞).

For the case there exists ti+1: Then exactly one these pj ∧ qj,
pj ∧ ¬qj, ¬pj ∧ ¬qj, ¬pj ∧ qj holds in (ti, ti+1). According to the
table 1 the value of pjS

sqj is fixed in the interval Ii+1. Further, by
the induction hypothesis the value of rj is correctly updated at the
point ti. Hence, the formulas ϕj1 to ϕj5 ensure that the value of rj
is correctly updated in Ii+1.

For the case there does not exist ti+1, the argument is again

similar.

5 Eliminating 3- in LTL
c

We now show how we can remove the past distance modality 3- from
the continuous version of MTL, while preserving satisfiability of the
original formula.

Let ϕ be a formula in any of the versions of our continuous logic
LTLc with the 3- operator. By the results of Section 3 we can assume
the 3- subformulas in ϕ are of the form 3- Ip with p a proposition in
P . We essentially show how to express formulas of the form 3- Ip in
terms of new propositions, the U modality, and 3 operator.

Let 3- I0p0, . . . ,3- In
pn be all the 3- I subformulas in ϕ. Let τ

be a timed state sequence over P . Let P ′ be the extended set of
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propositions P ∪ {q0, . . . , qn} ∪ {r0, . . . , rn}, where qj and rj are new
propositions associated with each 3- Ij

pj. The proposition qj is meant
to capture the truth of 3- Ij

pj, and rj is meant to capture the fact
that we have seen a pj sometime strictly in the past. We define the
canonical extension of τ (w.r.t. {3- I0p0, . . . ,3- In

pn}) to be the timed
state sequence τ ′ over P ′, given by

τ ′(t) = τ(t) ∪ {qj | τ, t |= 3- Ij
pj} ∪ {rj | ∃t

′ < t : τ, t′ |= pj}.

The canonical translation of ϕ is obtained by simply replacing each
3- Ij

pj by qj. It is clear that τ, t |= ϕ iff the canonical translation of
ϕ is satisfied at t in the canonical extension of τ .

We now define the formula νcan which characterises canonical
extensions. The formula νcan is the formula below

n∧

j=0

((¬rj) ∧ 2(pj ⇒ 2(0,∞)rj) ∧ ¬((¬pj) ∧ ((¬pj)Urj)))

in conjunction with a formula ψj for each j as below:

• If Ij is of the form [l, l] take ψj to be 2(pj ⇔ 3[l,l]qj);
• If Ij is of the form (l, r) take ψj to be 2((3[r,r]qj) ⇔ 3(0,r−l)pj);
• If Ij is of the form (l,∞) take ψj to be 2(rj ⇔ 3[l,l]qj);
• and if Ij is of the form [l,∞) take ψj to be 2((rj∨pj) ⇔ 3[l,l]qj).

We note that we have introduced the proposition rj to avoid
using a formula of the form ⊤Spj in the translation. The construction
here is simpler than if we had used S and then eliminated it using
the results of Section 4.

6 Eliminating 3- from MITL
c

SI

In this section we show that an MITLc

SI
formula can be reduced to

satisfiability equivalent LTLc(3) formula. In section 2 it has been
shown that an MITLc

SI
formula can be reduced to an LTLc(Ss,3,3- )

formula. In section 3 we show that for given a recursive LTLc(Ss,3,3- )
formula we can construct a satisfiability equivalent non-recursive
LTLc(Ss,3,3- ) formula over an extended alphabet. In section 4
we show that for given a non-recursive LTLc(Ss,3,3- ) formula we
can construct a satisfiability equivalent non-recursive LTLc(3,3- )
formula, once again over an extended alphabet. We also note that
the LTLc(3,3- ) formula so obtained also does not have any singu-
lar intervals since none of the above translations introduce singular
intervals if the original formula is singular interval free.

We now show how to go from a formula ϕ in non-recursive
LTLc(3,3-) with non singular intervals to a satisfiability equivalent
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LTLc(3) formula over an extended set of propositions. Let X =
{3-I0p0, . . . ,3-In

pn} be the set of all past distance subformulas used
by ϕ. The idea is introduce a proposition qj for each 3-Ij

pj ∈ X
which is meant to be true precisely at the points were 3-Ij

pj is true.
Once again we define the canonical extension τ ′ of timed sequence
τ ∈ TSS(P ) w.r.t. X. We give a formula ν which characterises the
canonical extensions of τ modulo a prefix. We also note that the
formula ν does not introduce any singular intervals if the original
formula is over non singular intervals.

We define ν as follows:

ν =

j=n∧

j=0

νj

where νj makes sure that qj is true precisely at the points were
3-Ij

pj is true. The formula νj depends on whether Ij is left closed,
right closed or unbounded. Below we give the formula νj for each
case.

Case 1: If Ij is of the form (l, r) then we define νj as follows:

νj = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4 ∧ ϕ5)

Then the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ5 are as given below:

1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,r−l)qj)
3. ϕ3 : qj ⇒ (qjU¬qj) ∨ 2qj
4. ϕ4 : (2(l,r)qj ∧ 3[l,r)¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
5. ϕ5 : 2[r,2r−l)qj ⇒ (3(0,r−l)pj ∧ ¬3(0,r−l)2(0,r−l)¬pj).

Case 2: If Ij is of the form [l, r) then we define νj as follows:

νj = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4 ∧ ϕ5)

where the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ5 are as given below:

1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,r−l)qj)
3. ϕ3 : qj ⇒ (qjU¬qj) ∨ 2qj
4. ϕ4 : (2(l,r)qj ∧ 3[l,r)¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
5. ϕ5 : 2[r,2r−l)qj ⇒ (3(0,r−l]pj ∧ ¬3(0,r−l)2(0,r−l]¬pj).

Case 3: If Ij is of the form (l, r] then we define νj as follows:

νj = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4)

where the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4 are as given below:
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1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,r−l]qj)
3. ϕ3 : (2(l,r]qj ∧ 3[l,r]¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
4. ϕ4 : 2[r,2r−l]qj ⇒ (3[0,r−l)pj ∧ ¬3(0,r−l]2[0,r−l)¬pj).

Case 4: If Ij is of the form [l, r] then we define νj as follows:

ν = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4)

where the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4 are as given below:

1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,r−l]qj)
3. ϕ3 : (2(l,r]qj ∧ 3[l,r]¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
4. ϕ4 : 2[r,2r−l]qj ⇒ (3[0,r−l]pj ∧ ¬3(0,r−l]2[0,r−l]¬pj).

In the next two cases we handle the unbounded cases.

Case 5: If Ij is of the form (l,∞) then we define νj as follows:

νj = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4)

where the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4 are as given below:

1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,∞)qj)
3. ϕ3 : (2(l,∞)qj ∧ 3[l,∞)¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
4. ϕ4 : ¬(¬qjU2[l,∞)qj)

Case 6: If Ij is of the form [l,∞) then we define νj as follows:

νj = 2(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 ∧ ϕ4)

where the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4 are as given below:

1. ϕ1 : pj ⇒ 2Iqj
2. ϕ2 : 2¬qj ∨ (¬qj ⇒ ¬qjU2(0,∞)qj)
3. ϕ3 : (2(l,∞)qj ∧ 3[l,∞)¬qj) ⇒ pjUpj
4. ϕ4 : (¬qjU2[l,∞)qj) ⇒ pj

For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we define dj as follows:

dj =

{
2r(Ij) − l(Ij) if r(Ij) <∞
l(Ij) otherwise.

Let dmax be that the maximum value among all the dj and let
P ′ = P ∪ {qj|1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
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Lemma 5. Let τ ′ ∈ TSS(P ′). If τ ′ is a canonical extension of

τ w.r.t. 3-Ij
pj, then τ ′ |= νj. Conversely if τ ′ |= νj, then for all

t ≥ dmax , τ
′, t |= 3-Ij

pj iff τ ′, t |= qj.

Proof. For convenience we assume that Ij is of the form (l, r).
We can prove the lemma for other cases along the similar lines.

Let τ ′ be a canonical extension w.r.t. 3-Ij
pj and let t be a point in

τ ′. Then we argue that τ at t satisfies the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ5. Hence
it follows that τ ′ |= νj. We now explain the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕ5 in
the proof given below. These formulas say that νj characterises the
canonical extensions w.r.t. 3-Ij

pj except possibly for a prefix.

Let pj be true at t in τ ′. Then 3-Ij
pj is true in the interval t+ Ij.

Since τ ′ is a canonical extension w.r.t. 3-Ij
pj we have that qj is true

throughout the interval t+ Ij. Hence τ ′, t |= ϕ1. Pictorially:

)(|
p q

Let t be a point such that τ ′, t |= ¬qj. Then we have two cases:

Case 1: ¬qj true always in the interval [t,∞) in which case
τ ′, t |= 2¬qj.

Case 2: There exists a t′ > t such that τ ′, t′ |= qj. Since τ ′ is
a canonical extension it should be the case that there exists a point
t′′ in τ ′ such that τ ′, t′′ |= pj and t′ ∈ t′′ + Ij. Since τ ′, t |= ¬qj and
τ ′, t |= ϕ1, we can easily argue that t < t′′ + l(Ij). Since 3-Ij

pj is true
throughout the interval t′′ + Ij we have τ ′, t |= ϕ2.

)

|

(

| (r − l)

¬qj qj

For any formula ψ in LTLc(3,3-) and a timed state sequence
τ , we say that an interval J is ψ-interval in τ iff for each t ∈ J ,
fτ,ψ(t) = ⊤ and the interval J is said to be a maximal ψ-interval in
τ iff there does not exist an interval J ′ such that J ⊂ J ′ and for each
t′ ∈ J ′, fτ,ψ(t′) = ⊤.

Let τ ′, t |= qj. We now argue that τ ′, t |= ϕ3. So let J be the
maximal qj-interval such that t ∈ J . Since the interval Ij is both left
and right open, any maximal 3-Ij

pj-interval should be both left and
right open. Since τ ′ is a canonical extension w.r.t. 3-Ij

pj we have that
any maximal qj-interval is also both left and right open and therefore
τ ′, t |= ϕ3. Pictorially:
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)(

|

() )

|
||

(

> (r − l)

l

r

pj ¬pj
qj

¬qj

We argue that τ ′, t |= ϕ4 ∧ ϕ5. Let τ ′, t |= qj. Since τ ′, t |= ϕ1 ∧
ϕ2∧ϕ3 we can easily argue that there exists an qj-interval J , which is
both left and right open, such that t ∈ J and len(J) = len(Ij) = r−l.

Now there are two cases:
Case 1: Let τ ′, l(J) |= ¬qj and let t′ = l(J)−l. Then the formula

ϕ4 is applicable only if t′ ≥ 0, so we assume this is so. Then we have
that τ ′, t′ |= 2(l,r)qj ∧ 3[l,r)qj. We now argue that τ ′, t′ |= pjUpj.
Suppose τ ′, t′ 6|= pjUpj. This implies that there exists an ǫ > 0 such
that for every t′′ ∈ [t′, t′ + ǫ), τ ′, t′′ |= ¬pj. Since ¬qj is true at
l(J) it follows that pj is not true in the (t′ − (r− l), t′) and therefore
everywhere in the interval (t′−(r−l), t′+ǫ) we have ¬pj true. But this
implies qj is not true throughout in the interval J , a contradiction.
The two cases where the formula pjUpj is true at t′ are shown side
by side in the figure given below:

)(

||
| |

)(

||
| |

( )

l

r

l

r

pj ¬qj
qj

¬pj ¬qj
qjpj

Case 2: Let τ ′, l(J) |= qj and let t′ = l(J)− r. Then the formula
ϕ5 is applicable only if t′ ≥ 0, so we assume this is so. Then we
have that τ ′, t′ |= 2[r,2r−l)qj. We now argue τ ′, t′ |= 3(0,r−l)pj ∧
¬3(0,r−l)2(0,r−l)¬pj. Since qj is true at l(J) it should be that case
that there exists a pj in the interval (l(J) − r, l(J) − l), i.e. in the
interval (t′, t′ + (r− l)). Hence τ ′, t′ |= 3(0,r−l)pj. Again if we have a
point t′′ ∈ (t′, t′ + (r− l)) such that τ ′, t′′ |= 2(0,r−l)¬pj then we have
that ¬qj is true at the point t′′ + r. Since l(J) − r < t′′ < l(J) − l,
we have l(J) < t′′ + r < r(J), a contradiction. Pictorially:

)(

||

( )( )

| |

(r − l) (r − l)

l

r

pj pj

qj

qj

If τ ′, t |= ¬qj, then we can argue similarly that τ ′, t |= ϕ4 ∧ ϕ5.
For the converse direction let τ ′ |= ν. We argue that for all

t ≥ 2r−l, τ ′, t |= 3-Ij
p iff τ ′, t |= q. By the first formula if τ ′, t |= 3-Ij

pj
then τ ′, t |= qj. We now argue that if τ ′, t |= qj, then τ ′, t |= 3-Ij

pj.
So let τ ′, t |= qj. Since τ ′, t |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∧ ϕ3 we can easily argue
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that there exists a qj-interval J , which is both left and right open,
such that t ∈ J and len(J) = len(Ij) = r − l. There are two cases:

1. τ ′, l(J) 6|= qj: This implies that τ ′, l(J)− l |= 2(l,r)qj ∧3[l,r)¬qj
(note that t ≥ 2r − l, so l(J) − l > 0). Since τ ′ |= ϕ4 it follows
that τ ′, l(J) − l |= pjUpj and therefore τ ′, t |= 3-Ij

pj.
2. τ ′, l(J) |= qj: The proof is similar to the one given above which

uses formula ϕ5 to ensure that τ ′, t |= 3-Ij
pj.

Corollary 6. If τ ∈ TSS(P ) is a model such that pj is not true in

the interval [0, d), for any d ≥ 2r − l, i.e. pj 6∈ τ(t) for all t ∈ [0, d)
then τ ′ ∈ TSS(P ′) is a canonical extension of τ w.r.t. 3-Ij

pj iff τ ′

satisfies ν ∧ 2[0,d)¬qj.

In order to take the advantage of Corollary 6 we first shift the
models to the right. Let τ ∈ TSS(P ) and let d ≥ 0. Let c be a
proposition such that c 6∈ P and let P ′ = P ∪ {c}. Then τ shifted by
d time units to the right, called τd ∈ TSS(P ′), is defined as follows:

τd(t) =

{
τ(t− d) ∪ {c} if t ≥ d
φ otherwise.

We define the translated version of a formula µ, called tr(µ),
which essentially forces µ to be true at that points where c is true.
tr(µ) is defined inductively as follows:

tr (p) = p,where p ∈ P
tr (¬ψ) = ¬tr(ψ)
tr (ψ ∨ η) = tr(ψ) ∨ tr(η)
tr (ψUη) = tr(ψ)U tr (η)
tr (3Iψ) = 3I(tr (ψ))
tr (3- Iψ) = 3- I(c ∧ tr(ψ))

Now we define the formula µd which is satisfied precisely by the
models of µ shifted by d time units to the right:

µd = (2[0,d)

∧

p∈P

¬p) ∧ (2[0,d)¬c) ∧ (2[d,∞)c) ∧ (¬cU(c ∧ tr (µ))).

For any timed state sequence τ and d ≥ 0, let taild(τ) be the
timed state sequence τ ′ such that ∀t ∈ R≥0, τ

′(t) = τ(d + t). We
extend the function taild in the natural way over the sets of timed
state sequences.
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Lemma 7. Let µ be a formula. Then L(µ) = taild(L(µd) ↾ P ).

Proof. Let τ |= µ. It is easy to see that τd |= (2[0,d)

∧
p∈P

¬p) ∧

(2[0,d)¬c) ∧ (2[d,∞)c). We can now argue using structural induction
on the formula tr(µ) to show that if τ, t |= µ then τd, t + d |= tr(µ)
and therefore it follows that τd |= µd. Since τ = taild(τd)↾P we have
L(µ) ⊆ taild(L(µd) ↾ P ).

Base case: It is easy to see that if µ is an atomic formula and
τ, t |= µ then τd, t+ d |= tr(µ).

Induction step: Let τ |= 3-Iψ. Then there exists a t′ ≥ 0 such
that t− t′ ∈ I and τ, t′ |= ψ. Then by induction hypothesis it follows
that τd, t

′+d |= tr(ψ) and since (t+d)−(t′+d) ∈ I we have τd, t+d |=
3-I(tr(ψ)). Since t′ + d ≥ d we have that τd, t

′ + d |= c. So we have
τd, t+ d |= 3-I(c ∧ tr(ψ)) and therefore τd, t+ d |= tr(3-Iψ). Similarly
we can argue for other cases that if τ, t |= µ then τd, t+ d |= tr (µ).

For the converse direction let t ≥ 0 and τ ′, t + d |= µd. We
now argue that taild(τ

′) ↾P, t |= µ. Then it follows that τ ′ |= µd
implies taild(τ

′), t |= µ. The proof is similar to the one given above
which uses structural induction on the formula µ to show that if
τ ′, t+d |= tr(µ) then τ, t |= µ. Thus we have taild(L(µd) ↾ P ) ⊆ L(µ).

Returning now to our original formula ϕ ∈ nr -LTLc(3,3-) which
uses the past formulas 3-I0p0, . . . ,3-In

pn, we first go over to the formula
ϕdmax

which is satisfied precisely by the models of ϕ shifted by dmax

time units. Let ϕ′ = ϕdmax
[p′j/(c∧pj)]∧(p′j ⇔ (c∧pj)) be the flattened

version of ϕdmax
. Now define

ϕ̂ = ϕ′[qj/3-Ij
p′j] ∧ (ν[p′j/pj] ∧ (

j=n∧

j=0

2[0,dmax)¬qj)).

Then by the Corollary 6 and Lemma 7 we have:

Theorem 8. Let ϕ ∈ LTLc(3,3-) over the set of propositions P .

Then we can construct a formula ϕ̂ ∈ LTLc(3) over an extended set

of propositions P ′ such that L(ϕ) = taildmax
(L(ϕ̂) ↾ P ).
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